
Keep Talking and Nobody Explodes! 

Simon Gunton - Technical Lead Business Operations





Hi I’m Simon Gunton you might remember me from...



Isn’t it just a game?



Well yes….



But there is so much more to it
Communication is key!



Don’t BizOps spend all day talking anyway?

Yes, yes we do.







Looks simple enough?

● 3 Modules

○ 3 Wires

○ 4 Greek Buttons

○ A push button

● 5-minute timer

● 3 strikes





Sounds like a live incident?

Yes!

The bomb manual is your run book

The bomb is your live incident

The modules are your broken services that need restoring

The strikes represent making wrong decisions

The timer is counting down until the business completely stop trading



Successfully Defused?





Oh, not good!



What went wrong?

● I spent 44 seconds describing everything on the bomb
○ What the 3 modules are, the serial number, the ports on the bomb and the 

other indicators
● With 4:16 on the clock we tackled simple wires first

○ Described the order of the coloured wires and answered questions 
confirming what I had

○ Lee took charge of this and gained consensus that he had made the right 
choice

○ Success but it took us 54 seconds to disarm this module
● Now with 3:15 left on the clock we go for greek symbols

○ I had to get creative with my descriptions as I didn’t know the names (or if 
the team would even know if I did) so i called them;
■ Odd shaped 6
■ Hashtag with a line missing
■ N with a mini U on top
■ An A and an E conjoined

○ The team understood these quite well
○ Time was spent working out in the manual the order they needed to 

pressed



What went wrong - Part Deux

● With less than a minute and a half on the clock we still hadn’t disarmed the 
module
○ Everyone had the answer
○ Everyone was then trying to tell me everything at once and I got overloaded
○ Asking for the buttons in turn meant I could process the information

● Now left with 1 minute and 6 remaining success was within reach we tackled 
the button, simple right?
○ After describing Lee took on the challenge and starts working through the 

statements
○ I now have 30s left and the tension music builds in my headphones
○ It’s now apparent the button is not simple as there is two stages to this 

module
○ With under 10 seconds left the pressure got to me and start calling yellow 

blue
● The bomb explodes



“******!”
Lee - Manager





We learnt a lot

We repeated



Takeaways.

● Lee stepped up instantly as the lead (and got told to take a back seat in the 
subsequent exercises) 

● Taking notes helps (serial number, number of batteries, what ports the bomb 
has etc)

● Parallelism is key (be ready with your section when called upon, use information 
captured early to remove unneeded options)

● As we repeated bombs we learnt our strengths and played to them (we did 6 
modules faster than 3 by the end)

● Gaining consensus eats valuable time, ask does anyone disagree with a 
decision is much faster

● Ask concise questions
● Avoid rambling 
● Multiple people speaking makes it near impossible



Team Feedback.
“Initially, I was a little apprehensive about the prospect of using a game like this remotely, but decided to remain open minded 
given the circumstances. I'm glad I did, because it was a really useful exercise. I liked the comparison of the bomb being a live 
issue and the manual being a runbook. It was interesting to see people initial approach, it helped us learn a little about 
ourselves and each other in a general sense. After some exploded bombs I enjoyed shifting strategies and eventually defusing 
a bomb successfully. I'm not committed to any one strategy as the best, more that communicating better and having the 
benefit of experience is important to success. Thanks Simon, great idea.”
Lee - Master of Leadership

“Great team building exercise. Really interesting to see how people naturally took certain roles and how certain skill sets stood 
out for different team members. There is some work to be done on effective communication, working remotely makes this 
challenging. Looking forward to similar activities and curious to see how this would play in the office environment.”
Mat - Simple Wires Master

“So reflecting on yesterday's 2 approaches discussed 1) play strengths 2) rotation system : playing strengths could give results 
quicker BUT rotation has its own pros longer term. In which when each member has gone through different processes a 
number of times you have a team that can handle any situation no matter who's on or off. Always playing strengths could 
mean some members never develop knowledge in some areas and could be a problem if they have to face situations they 
never played.”
Giambattista - Maze Master

“I think for me was the fact that we did play to our strengths - working as a team - in regards my strengthen in letters it was 
more the fact the first letter simon always called out ironically was single on the page - some others where dupes so allowed 
me to focus on one column than more. Found some of the maze harder to understand when described which possibly put me 
off those areas Agree with Giamba that playing to our strengths leaves us open to failure in some areas of the team and 
perhaps ended up being a partial team win rather than a full team win.”
Huw - Greek Letters Master

The thing I learnt from yesterday exercise is by playing to our strength is a smarter and safer option, which in any task would 
give a good result. what went well was once we broke the tasks between the team and worked as a team, we were more 
successful.
Naeem - Notes Master



Questions?


